Suggested Community Service Announcement script from the drowning prevention charity Royal Life Saving ... please kindly read on air whenever you are able to. Thanks.

Tragically children drown in portable swimming pools every year in Australia.

Other children are hospitalised as a direct result of non-fatal drowning incidents in portable pools.

Young children can easily topple and drowning is silent – and can happen quickly.

Portable pools pose a serious drowning risk to young kids.

Those most at risk are under 3.

Royal Life Saving and consumer affairs agencies across Australia want you to be aware of the dangers and follow some simple safety steps, like active supervision of kids in and around portable pools.

They ask this key question. "Can you ‘Make It Safe’?"

Arm yourself with information. Do it today - for your family's sake.

For more information and simple safety tips go to royallifesaving.com.au/makeitsafe ... that all important web address again is royallifesaving.com.au/makeitsafe